
Robert Smith 
Cisco Sales support representative

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Detail-oriented problem solver with excellent managerial strengths and a 
proven track record of optimizing productivity. Experience in process 
improvements and driving sustainable change. Works well with clients, 
vendors, and colleagues at all levels of the organization.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Cisco Sales support representative
AT&T - Aiken, SC -   2011 – 2019 

Responsibilities:

 Implement department processes to ensure execution of company 
policy and procedures.

 Monitor numerous systems/applications to research and resolve client 
concerns/escalations.

 Administer programs, projects, and/or processes specific to the 
organization.

 Preparation of annual audits by performing jurisdictional wide internal 
and external mock audits Responsible for conducting and documenting 
moderate to complex audit projects.

 Monitor performance indicators, highlighting trends and analyzing 
causes of unexpected variances.

 Run reports; prepare and update recurring and routine internal reports.
 Collects, summarizes, and verifies data for accuracy and identifies areas

of concern.

Sales Support Representative
ABC Corporation -   2010 – 2011 

Responsibilities:

 46229 Greeted customers as they came through the door.
 Handling different types of transactions; including but not limited to, 

billing issues, returns, insurance claims, and selling accessories.
 Walking customers to and through the door after an interaction.
 Also was in charge of inventory, made sure that shipments of new 

merchandise were scanned into system and placed in proper storage 
areas.

 One to two times per month had to scan every item in store to make 
sure inventory numbers were as expected.

 Placed in charge of the employee experience at current location.
 Work History Continued.

Education

MBA in MBA - (STRAYER UNIVERSITY - Augusta, GA)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Office administration, 
answering multiline 
phones, transferring 
calls to various 
departments, working 
with different computer 
programs such as 
Microsoft word, outlook, 
excel, powerpoint,.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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